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Search-and-Rescue Dog-Handler Interface

SAR Dog-Handler Interface as seen on an Android HTC One

ProcessMotivation

Canine-aided search and rescue operations 
use dogs to assist humans in searching large 
areas of difficult to reach terrain.  The benefit of 
this modality comes from the ability of dogs to 
move faster and more thoroughly than their 
human handlers. Unfortunately, air-scent dogs 
are still limited by the range of line-of-sight 
communication between them and their 
handlers. If the dog finds the target while being 
out of the handler’s sight, he must temporarily 
abandon it and return to notify the handler. The 
repetition of this procedure until the handler 
has reached the target is known as 
recall-and-re-find. 

The dog is encouraged to find the
victim and then return to the
handler.

Indicates your (handler’s) location.

Your dog’s current location.

Trail of where your dog has searched.
This represents 5 meters in both (L&R) directions 
from your dog.The width changes as you zoom in and out.

Your dog’s current location after activating vest.

Trail of where your dog has searched after activating vest.
This represents 5 meters in both (L&R) directions 
from your dog.The width changes as you zoom in and out.

Marks the location where your dog activated vest.
Touching the icon displays the coordinates of this location.

Displays the location of a note you wrote.
Touching the icon displays the note’s contents.

Wind Indicator

CompassN

Observed a practice SAR demonstration

Conducted a preliminary interview of a 
SAR Dog-Handler

Created a detailed task analysis flow chart

Identified areas where technology could aid 
the SAR process

Developed 5 concepts, and used low 
fidelity prototypes to narrow and refine 
ideas

Remembering Nielson’s Usability Criteria 
we further refined our idea

Using the Android SDK and its Google 
maps API we developed a preliminary 
prototype

We refined our now working prototype and 
implemented it on an HTC One to test the 
system and get feedback

We intend to incorporate feedback and 
develop a testable prototype.

Search and Rescue is called for a 
search, air scent dogs 
are requested

Is it an 
outdoor or 

indoor 
search?

outdoor indoor
out of 
project 
scope

Is the
 search

 for a live person 
or a deceased 

person?

Search for Live Person
Search for 

deceased person

Select a dog trained to 
air scent alert 
to live people

Select a dog trained to 
air scent alert 

to deceased people

Select a dog 
cross trained to 
air scent alert 

to deceased people
or live people

Select a dog 
cross trained to 
air scent alert 

to deceased people
or live people

If possible prompt
the dog with the

scent of the
person being 

searched 

Get location 
of search  and an

understanding of the
search terrain from 
your local agency 

or unit leader

cross
trained dogs

will always alert
to a dead

body

Get directions to
search location

Travel to search site

Recieve information 
about what portion of 

the search site you and
your dog will be 

required to search from 
local agency or your

unit leader

Use your own map
or smart phone map

Recieve a paper map

Review weather
information to find

wind direction

Get directions to 
the most down wind

point of your specified
search area

Travel to the
most down wind

point of your specified
search area 

Load your dog
into a vehicle which 
can be driven to the

search site and on the
search terrain

Unload dog 
from vehicle 

Is the
 search dog

 cross 
trained

 

Yes No

If possible prompt
the dog with the

scent of the
person being 

searched 

Release dog with
special command
to allow the dog

to know if you are 
searching for a a live 
or deceased personFor a live 

search if possible 
prompt the dog with 

thescent of the
person being 

searched 

Release the dog 

Release the dog 

For a live 
search if possible 

prompt the dog with 
thescent of the
person being 

searched 

If you have a 
topographic map

you may plan
a route of search

depending on how 
topography will affect

wind movement

If you have a 
satalite photo of the

search area you may 
plana route of search
depending on how 

the folliage and terrain
 will affect a smells ability

to stick or stay.  

 “I will look it over
 and plan to run my dog into 
low places where scent may 
have dropped, along water 

that may be present, into the 
wind, around buildings or 

structures, etc.”

“steer” dog through
planned route

using voice commands 
and hand signals 

does the 
dog leave

line of sight
 

Yes No

wait for him to 
come back 

call him back

does the 
dog come

back
 

YesNo

call him back
and search for him

do you 
find him

 

YesNo

go home
sad

does the dog 
signal he found 

someone
 

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

does the dog 
signal he found 

someone
 

does the dog 
signal he found 

someone
 

Is the person
 alive or

deceased

DeceasedAlive

YesNo

can you see
the person you
are searching

for
 

command the dog
to take you to 

the person

does the 
dog leave

line of sight
 

YesNo

Find your location 
on a map

communicate your 
location

to your local agency 
or unit leader

wait with the body until
the authorities or 
your local agency 
or unit leader arrive

record the amount 
of time you spent 

searching

get directions from
where you are currently

located back to the 
incident command

load up your dog
and drive home 

Is the person
injured or healthy

injuredhealthy

Find your location 
on a map

communicate your 
location

to your local agency 
or unit leader and
the paramedics

wait with the person until
the authorities or paramedics 

your local agency 
or unit leader arrive

record the amount 
of time you spent 

searching

get directions from
where you are currently

located back to the 
incident command

load up your dog
and drive home 

debrief with 
your local agency 

or unit leader 

do you have 
the medical 

knowledge to help

noyes

debrief with 
your local agency 

or unit leader 

help the person until 
(cpr for example)

the authorities or paramedics 
your local agency 
or unit leader arrive

record the amount 
of time you spent 

searching

get directions from
where you are currently

located back to the 
incident command

load up your dog
and drive home 

debrief with 
your local agency 

or unit leader 

Is the person
staying in one 

place and 
friendly

yesno

Find your location 
on a map

communicate your 
location

to your local agency 
or unit leader

wait with the person 
until the authorities or 

your local agency 
or unit leader arrive

record the amount 
of time you spent 

searching

get directions from
where you are currently

located back to the 
incident command

load up your dog
and drive home 

debrief with 
your local agency 

or unit leader 

Is the person
running away from 

you or is the 
person a 
criminal

criminal 
dangerous

running

Find your location 
on a map

communicate your 
location

to your local agency 
or unit leader

keep a safe distance
leave if the person

threatens you

record the amount 
of time you spent 

searching

get directions from
where you are currently

located back to the 
incident command

load up your dog
and drive home 

debrief with 
your local agency 

or unit leader 

command the 
dog to follow the person

 “ A good estimate could be 
anywhere from 10-25 acres 
per dog/handler team, but it 
could vary drastically from 

that.”

“Weather is big factor for how scent travels. 
Scent molecules are typically denser than air 

but less dense than water, so temperature 
does a lot of lifting and dropping the scent 

which can leave "pools", and humidity can bog 
down scent. Probably I need to get out the 

smoke bombs and give a better demo on all of 
that if we can find a time. It would be helpful 

for everyone to see the impact of air flow 
(inside/outside) and effects of temperatures 

and terrain.”

Yes, the wind does help us plan 
searches. We like to start downwind 

and grid across the wind to allow 
dogs to hit the scent as it's blowing. 

If we do a whole search from 
upwind of a victim, we'll likely end 

up going past them and then having 
to backtrack when the dogs hit scent 

downwind. 

With GPS tracking 
and the ability to 
follow and steer the 
dog even when not 
in line of site, a 
handler interface 
could solve many 
of the looping 
actions of the dog 
having to come 
back to the handler 
while searching

Location and 
weather 
information could 
be automatically 
sent to the handler 
through a handler 
interface when the 
search team is 
called to a site.

Technology-aided SAR

The dog is encouraged to find the
victim and then return to the
handler.

Allowed for dog/handler separation with a 
tracking interface application.

This application tracks both the explored paths 
and the areas alerted by the dog.

The application also incorporates necessary 
SAR information such as wind direction, 
orientation (compass) and map annotation. 


